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Currently, speech recognition datasets are increasingly available freely in various languages. However, speech recognition datasets
in the Indonesian language are still challenging to obtain. Consequently, research focusing on speech recognition is challenging to
carry out. �is research creates Indonesian speech recognition datasets from YouTube channels with subtitles by validating all
utterances of downloaded audio to improve the data quality.�e quality of the dataset was evaluated using a deep neural network.
�e time delay neural network (TDNN) was used to build the acoustic model by applying the alignment data from the Gaussian
mixture model-hidden Markov model (GMM-HMM). Data augmentation was used to increase the number of validated datasets
and enhance the performance of the acoustic model. �e results show that the acoustic model built using the validated datasets is
better than the unvalidated datasets for all types of lexicons. Utilizing the four lexicon types and increasing the data through
augmentation to train the acoustic models can lower the word error rate percentage in the GMM-HMM, TDNN factorization
(TDNNF), and CNN-TDNNF-augmented models to 40.85%, 24.96%, and 19.03%, respectively.

1. Introduction

�emachine’s ability to transform voice into text has made it
easier in various �elds, including simplifying the recording
process and displaying video transcripts or subtitles. One
advantage is that each person’s conversation can be recorded
directly and quickly converted into texts [1, 2].�ese records
can be further indexed for the searching and retrieving
processes using keywords [3]. Another bene�t of speech-to-
text technology is that it allows users to command com-
puters and smartphones through voice [4].

Data show that many research works for speech-to-text
in English have been carried out. In [5], Hinton et al. built an
acoustic model using the deep neural network (DNN) al-
gorithm to replace the Gaussian mixture model (GMM)
technique. Hinton mentioned that a DNN with many
hidden layers and nodes could improve accuracy. �e work

in [6] conducted similar research by changing the DNN
structure to long short-term memory (LSTM) to train the
acoustic model. In this study, LSTM, which is also part of the
recurrent neural network (RNN), can obtain better accuracy
when compared to the DNN, although the training process
takes more time. In addition, Williams et al. [7] studied
language models and built the models using the RNN to
optimize the model for a speech-to-text system. �e In-
donesian speech-to-text studies were conducted by [8–12].
�e systems were built using the GMM and hidden Markov
model (HMM) techniques and converted the speech
spontaneously through dictation. However, the accuracy is
still below 85%, and the speech datasets are not publicly
available. Hence, it is not easy to compare the methods.

Our contributions are as follows: First, this research
builds a speech dataset to assist automatic speech recogni-
tion (ASR) voice data processing in Indonesian, the target
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language. (e data sources are the videos from YouTube
with subtitles [13]. (e YouTube channel manages many
videos and provides a feature to download them. (e video
on YouTube channels generally has transcripts, a series of
writings placed at the bottom of the video related to the
conversation. Voice and video transcripts are downloaded to
build a speech-to-text dataset. Second, this research provides
an open Indonesian speech-to-text dataset. (ird, this re-
search builds acoustic models by applying the alignment
data from the Gaussian mixture model-hidden Markov
model (GMM-HMM), TDNN factorization (TDNNF), and
CNN-TDNNF-augmented models. Fourth, data augmen-
tation is utilized to increase the number of validated datasets
and improve the performance of the acoustic model.

1.1. Related Works. Research related to speech-to-text has
been widely carried out in various languages such as English,
Mandarin [14, 15], African [16], Pakistani [17], Italian [18],
and Indian [19]. Most works built acoustic models using the

Mel frequency cepstral coefficient (MFCC) feature, a stable
and accurate cepstral coefficient representing sound and
music [20, 21].

In addition, many acoustic speech-to-text models were
built using a DNN that utilizes the alignment model of the
GMM-HMM as the target class to train the model [22, 23].
Various DNNs have been developed to build acoustic
models. (e work in [23] used the DNN with four hidden
layers with 1.500 nodes for each layer to build the acoustic
model from heterogeneous datasets. (ey found a phoneme
error rate of 12.76% for children, 10.91% for adult women,
and 8.62% for adult males. In [24], Sak used the LSTM-RNN
architecture to train an acoustic model from a Google voice
search dataset of three million utterances or approximately
1.900 hours. (e word error rate (WER) was 10.7% for test
data containing 22,500 utterances. (e research by Zia and
Zahid [25] also used the same architecture to train an
acoustic model for the Urdu language dataset of 20 speakers
consisting of hundreds of words. (e acoustic model was
trained using several types of LSTM-RNN architecture, such

Table 1: (e methods in the literature, dataset used, and their performance [26–30].

Related work Method Dataset Performance (%
WER)

Enhancement of automatic speech recognition by deep
neural networks [26]

DNN-HMM, data
augmentation

(e 34 hours speech of English
diverse dataset 16.85%

Self-supervised speech enhancement for Arabic speech
recognition in real-world environment [27]

Denoising auto
encoder, HMM

(e Arabic mobile parallel
speech multi-dialect speech

corpus
30.17%

Effect of pitch enhancement in Punjabi children’s speech
recognition system under disparate acoustic conditions
[28]

Pitch enhancement,
DNN-HMM

(e Punjabi adult/child speech
dataset 10.98%∼12.24%

A hybrid speech enhancement algorithm for voice
assistance application [29]

Noise suppression,
HMM

(e 8.5 hours English medical
speech dataset (RAVDESS) 17.5%∼22.9%

Dual application of speech enhancement for automatic
speech recognition [30]

RNN transducer, data
augmentation

(e social media English video
dataset 8.3%∼13.4%
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Figure 1: (e illustration of creating the Indonesian speech recognition system.
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Figure 3: (e data preparation process.

Table 2: (e format of Kaldi ASR toolkit.

Filename Format

Text z-xWY3INfpBGo_56. (e most important thing is that we keep moving forward
z-ztfq4QIuuDU_281 increase knowledge

wav.scp z-xWY3INfpBGo_56∼/path-to-file/z-xWY3INfpBGo_56.wav
z-ztfq4QIuuDU_281∼/path-to-file/z-ztfq4QIuuDU_281.wav

utt2spk z-xWY3INfpBGo_56 z-xWY3INfpBGo_56
z-ztfq4QIuuDU_281 z-ztfq4QIuuDU_281

spk2utt z-xWY3INfpBGo_56 z-xWY3INfpBGo_56
z-ztfq4QIuuDU_281 z-ztfq4QIuuDU_281
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as plain, deep architecture, bidirectional, and deep-direc-
tional. (e architecture achieved a 15% performance in-
crease compared to the baseline architecture.

Other architectures were also used to build acoustic
models to study long-term temporal relationships from
speech data, including the time delay neural network
(TDNN) [31, 32]. Meanwhile, convolutional neural net-
works (CNNs) [22, 33, 34] were used to improve the per-
formance compared to the previous architecture when using
English datasets Table 1.

Various studies were recently conducted to reduce word
error rates using different techniques. One of the standard
techniques is data augmentation (DA), such as the work
done by [26] using the 34 hours of speech from a diverse
English dataset. In [26], the performance of speech recog-
nition was successfully reduced to 16.85% by implementing
data augmentation using the DNN. Similarly, the DNN
combined with pitch enhancement was also used by [28] on
the Punjabi adult and children’s speech dataset to build

different acoustic model conditions. Bhardwaj and Kukreja
[28] enhanced the pitch using cepstral analysis in the feature
extraction process and achieved a 10.98%∼12.24% WER
under different acoustic conditions.

Speech-to-text for the Indonesian language has been
conducted using various Indonesian speech recognition
datasets [8–12, 35, 36]. Winursito [9] used principal com-
ponent analysis (PCA) to reduce the dimension size of the
MFCC features from 26 to 10.(e accuracy of the speech-to-
text system increased from 86.43% to 89.29%, trained with
several speakers with 28 and 140 utterances. Another study
conducted by Teduh [11] built a corpus of speech in In-
donesian with 100,000 utterances recorded by 400 speakers
from various regions in Indonesia. (e corpus was used to
build a speech-to-text model with a 20% WER.

Our work differs from the previous studies mentioned
above in terms of the spontaneous speech dataset which was
collected fromYouTube, different lexicon constructions, and
acoustic model construction using validated and unvalidated

Table 3: (e Indonesian audio dataset before validation.

Category
Original audio Utterances

Number of audio Total duration (hours) Number of utterances Total duration (hours)
Autos and vehicles 20 2.8039 2,234 1.3289
Comedy 40 7.7125 6,017 4.0768
Education 553 54.9508 47,477 38.4886
Entertainment 308 57.1747 39,155 25.2972
Film and animation 77 7.7464 6, 475 4.5591
Gaming 1 0.1150 124 0.0987
Howto and style 355 54.5117 28,726 41.8189
Music 56 4.6469 1, 409 2.5783
News and politics 170 24.6003 19,295 16.8386
People and blogs 179 50.2578 32,205 22.7193
Pets and animals 2 0.3153 57 0.0433
Science and technology 215 44.5308 31,492 22.9787
Sports 1 0.1583 137 0.1131
Travel and events 1 0.2236 78 0.0633
Uncategorized 2 0.3367 410 0.2515
Total 1,980 310.0847 215,291 181.2543

Table 4: (e dataset of Indonesian audio after first validation (approx. size 10,000 utterances).

Category
Utterances before validation Utterances after validation

Number of utterances Total duration (hours) Number of utterances Total duration (hours)
Autos and vehicles 2,234 1.3289 29 0.0214
Comedy 6,017 4.0768 71 0.0498
Education 47,477 38.4886 5,973 4.5254
Entertainment 39,155 25.2972 470 0.2994
Film and animation 6,475 4.5591 75 0.0567
Gaming 124 0.0987 1 0.0000
Howto and style 28,726 41.8189 450 0.5933
Music 1,409 2.5783 2 0.0011
News and politics 19,295 16.8386 303 0.2502
People and blogs 32,205 22.7193 2,432 1.7630
Pets and animals 57 0.0433 1 0.0000
Science and technology 31,492 22.9787 515 0.3849
Sports 137 0.1131 1 0.0000
Travel and events 78 0.0633 1 0.0008
Uncategorized 410 0.2515 9 0.0069
Total 215,291 181.2543 10,333 7.9529
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datasets. As for the datasets, we collected audio from the
YouTube channels and built the acoustic models using
GMM-HMM, TDNN, and CNN.

2. Materials and Methods

(e construction of the speech-to-text system consists of
several stages. It begins with collecting audio data from a
YouTube channel with a transcript so that the tokenization
process of the audio that represents the existing transcript
becomes easier. At this stage, checking for fake subtitles is

also carried out. If the audio is detected as having a tran-
script, but the transcript’s length does not meet the specified
threshold, then the transcript is inaccurate and will not be
downloaded.

(e second stage is the audio tokenization process,
which is based on the transcript at a specific duration. Each
sentence in the transcript is extracted based on the start time
and duration. At this stage, detecting empty transcripts but
having a duration and start time is essential to remove them
from the dataset. (ird, the audios extracted into utterances
and transcripts were cleaned by removing punctuation
marks, changing uppercase to lowercase letters, and re-
moving meaningless symbols.

Next, the fourth stage is to build a speech-to-text system
through learning and testing, as illustrated in Figure 1.
Before training and testing, the unique words in the tran-
script are extracted for the training. Furthermore, pro-
nunciation is built for each unique word. Lexicon is used as a
label in the acoustic model training process using the DNN.
In learning the acoustic model, the characteristics of the
voice data are extracted using theMFCCmethod.(e data is
a matrix representing the speech information in the audio

Text File

Indonesian
Word List

Data
Preprocessing

Cleaned & filtered
utterances data

vocab_1_char

en_vocab_1_char

norm-1c-vocab-full

norm-1c-vocab-full

kv-vocab-full

enmap-kv-vocab-full

Unique words
from all texts

Read

Read

Read

1 Character

1 Character
Normalize

2 Character
Normalize

Figure 4: (e extraction process of the lexicon from a dictionary.

Table 5: Total pronunciations in the lexicons.

Lexicon type Total pronunciation
vocab_1_char 26
enmap_vocab_1_char 49
norm_1c_vocab_full 26
enmap_norm_1c_vocab_full 49
kv_vocab_full 135
enmap_kv_vocab_full 157
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data at each frame. After the extraction process, the features
are augmented to increase the training data size.

(e last stage is acoustic model testing (decoding).
Before evaluating the acoustic model, the language model for
constructing the graph must be built. (e graph contains a
lexicon used to train the acoustic model and its
weighted equivalents in the language model. (e graph is
used to find the right word equivalent based on the acoustic
model’s probability value of the syllables. In the end, the
output is in the form of text based on the speech data used.
(e performance of the model is measured using WER as
follows:

WER �
(S + D + I)

N
�

(S + D + I)

(S + D + C)
, (1)

where S is the number of words replaced, D is the number of
words deleted, I is the number of words added, C is the
number of correct words, andN is the total number of words
in the transcript reference.

2.1. Data Collection and Preparation. We downloaded the
audio data in the Indonesian language from the YouTube
channel with a specific duration based on the transcript. All
audios collected were transcribed and used as a
candidate dataset for the Indonesian speech-to-text system.
(e steps are shown in Figure 2. During data acquisition,
YouTube IDs containing speech and transcripts were
stored in a database. (e audio and its transcript
were downloaded using the YouTube API. Each down-
loaded file was saved in WAV and XML formats. (e audio

chain-output xent-output

Linear Component (256 dims)

TDNNF13 (512 dims, stride = 6, bottleneck-dims = 256

TDNNF2 (512 dims, stride = 6, bottleneck-dims = 256

TDNNF1 (512 dims, stride = 6, bottleneck-dims = 256

ReLU (512 dims)

LDA Affine (100, 40, -1,0,1) 

i-vector (100 dims) input features (40 dims)

Figure 5: DNN structure for the acoustic model [39].

Table 6: (e performance of the acoustic models using the unvalidated dataset.

Lexicon type
GMM-HMM model (%WER) TDNNF (%

WER)Monophone Triphone DELTA+DELTA-DELTA Triphone LDA+MLLT< Triphone SAT
vocab_1_char 76.08 56.06 46.09 47.05 29.62
enmap_vocab_1_char 75.93 54.92 46.15 47.04 29.77
norm_1c_vocab_full 76.18 56.08 46.56 46.36 29.89
enmap_norm_1c_vocab_full 76.87 55.57 46.25 46.17 29.79
kv_vocab_full 71.19 58.61 47.82 48.81 29.49
enmap_kv_vocab_full 72.05 58.55 48.29 47.64 29.41

Table 7: (ree different sizes of training utterances.

Dataset Number of utterances
Training 10,000 30,000 46,550
Testing 2,450 2,450 2,450
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sampling rate was lowered from 44 kHz to 16 kHz, and the
channel was changed from stereotype to monotype. Last,
the audio was cut based on each transcript’s duration
information.

(e subsequent process is data preparation, i.e., cleaning
each transcript andmatching the audio and the transcript, as
shown in Figure 3. (e transcript containing numbers was
eliminated because it is complicated to produce the
pronunciation.

In this study, the Kaldi ASR toolkit [37] was used to read
a unique file format to train the acoustic model, as shown in
Table 2. (e text file contains the ID and transcript for each
audio, while the wav.scp contains the id and the location
where the audio was stored. Meanwhile, the utt2pk and
spk2utt files contain the ID of each speech and its speaker.
(ere were 1,980 audio data with transcripts collected from
the YouTube channels, grouped into 15 categories, as
summarized in Table 3. (e total duration of all transcripts

Table 8: (e performance of the acoustic models using 10,000 validated utterances.

Lexicon type
GMM-HMM model (%WER)

Monophone Triphone DELTA+DELTA-DELTA Triphone LDA+MLLT Triphone SAT
1c-vocab-full 82.30 79.61 62.80 63.20
enmap-1c-vocab-full 82.47 81.05 64.25 64.54
enmap-kv-vocab-full 80.93 86.86 76.61 75.33
kv-vocab-full 79.27 88.00 77.36 76.47

monophone

triphone (DELTA+DELTA-DELTA)

triphone (LDA+MLLT)

triphone (SAT)
76.47

75.33
64.54

63.20

77.36
76.61

64.25
62.80

88.00
86.86

81.05
79.61

79.27
80.93

82.47
82.30

1c-vocab-full
enmap-1c-vocab-full

enmap-kv-vocab-full
kv-vocab-full

Figure 6: (e %WER of the GMM-HMM models trained using 10,000 validated utterances.

Table 9: (e performance of the acoustic models using 10,000 unvalidated utterances.

Lexicon type
GMM-HMM model (%WER)

Monophone Triphone DELTA+DELTA-DELTA Triphone LDA+MLLT Triphone SAT
1c-vocab-full 85.61 85.26 71.30 71.24
enmap-1c-vocab-full 86.83 86.12 73.06 73.07
enmap-kv-vocab-full 85.30 91.16 84.28 84.06
kv-vocab-full 84.12 91.11 85.28 85.69
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before cleaning is 310.09 hours. After cleaning, it is short-
ened to 181.25 hours.

(e validation process was carried out for each utterance
to get the best speech quality from the audio. (e utterances
were validated by several validators using a simple validation
interface created for the process. (e total number of val-
idated utterances in the first round was 10,333, with a 7.953
hour duration, as summarized in Table 4. (e validated
dataset contains all utterances that have been validated by
the validators, whereas the unvalidated dataset contains the
original utterances without the validation process.

Before training the acoustic model, several types of
vocabulary (lexicon) were prepared. (e lexicon was
extracted from the unique words in the transcripts.
(e process of generating the lexicon is shown in Figure 4.
About 41,351 unique words in the dictionary were suc-
cessfully extracted from the transcript, consisting of 3,330

English and 6,334 Indonesian words. (e rest are informal
slang words.

(ere are four lexicon types used in this work. Each type
is described in detail in [38]. (e words in the lexicon are
the mapping words to syllables or their pronunciations.(e
pronunciations are used for different words so that the
number of pronunciations is not greater than the number
of words in the dictionary, as summarized in Table 5.
Lexicon vocab_1_char and norm_1_vocab_full have 26
pronunciations extracted as a character. In contrast,
enmap_vocab_1_char and enmap_norm_1_vocab_full
have 49 different pronunciations because each word is
mapped to the CMUDict English dictionary. Furthermore,
kv_vocab_full has 135 pronunciations summed up into 26
single characters, 21 consonants multiplied by 5 vowels,
and 4 consonants combinations that make up consonants/
kh/,/ng/,/ny/, and/sy/.

monophone

85.69
84.06

73.07
71.24

85.28
84.28

73.06
71.30

91.11
91.16

86.12
85.26

84.12
85.30
86.83

85.61

triphone (DELTA+DELTA-DELTA)

triphone (LDA+MLLT)

triphone (SAT)

1c-vocab-full
enmap-1c-vocab-full

enmap-kv-vocab-full
kv-vocab-full

Figure 7: (e %WER of the GMM-HMM models trained using 10,000 unvalidated utterances.

Table 10: (e performance of the acoustic models using 30,000 validated utterances.

Lexicon type
GMM-HMM model (%WER)

Monophone Triphone DELTA+DELTA-DELTA Triphone LDA+MLLT Triphone SAT
1c-vocab-full 81.75 65.41 54.13 54.90
enmap-1c-vocab-full 81.34 65.23 54.00 55.09
enmap-kv-vocab-full 80.76 71.21 61.66 62.55
kv-vocab-full 77.16 69.85 60.76 61.73
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2.2. Experimental Setup. In this study, we built several
acoustic and language models. We trained the acoustic
model using the Kaldi ASR toolkit. (e MFCC feature was
extracted with 40 dimensions and a window size for each
frame of 25ms, adding a shift of 10ms to the audio duration.
(e feature was extracted for each audio track. In addition,
the acoustic models were also trained using the
GMM-HMM technique for monophone and triphone with
different techniques such as DELTA, +DELTA-DELTA, and
speaker adaptation training (SAT) features. (e
GMM-HMM acoustic model aligns the training data to get
each frame’s appropriate labels (phonemes). (e matched
training data are later used to train the model using
the DNN.

(e time delay neural network factorization (TDNNF)
[39] is used in this study. (e idea is to decompose the
existing TDNN structure into a small matrix whose di-
mensions can be multiplied. For example, a TDNN structure

has a hidden layer with 700 dimensions. (e structure’s
weights (parameters) are a matrix of size 700× 2,100, where
2,100 is obtained from 3 frames consisting of the number of
frames and their right and left offsets multiplied by the
dimensions of the hidden layers. (e 700× 2,100 matrix is
factorized into 2M�ABmatrices with 250 dimensions; then,
the A matrix size becomes 700× 250, and the B matrix size
becomes 250× 2,100, with the B matrix being semi-
orthogonal. In the illustration above, the value 250 is the
linear bottleneck dimension, and 700 is the hidden layer
dimension. (e number of hidden layers used in the TDNN
structure is 13, with 512 dimensions for each layer and 80 for
linear bottlenecks, while the steps (stride) for each frame are
6. (e TDNN structure [39] is shown in Figure 5.

(e Lattice-Free Maximum Mutual Information (LF-
MMI) was adopted as the objective function and the chain
model in the Kaldi ASR toolkit to train the acoustic model
using the TDNN structure. In Figure 5, the TDNN structure

monophone

triphone (DELTA+DELTA-DELTA)

triphone (LDA+MLLT)

triphone (SAT)

61.73
62.55

55.09
54.9

60.76
61.66

54
54.13

69.85
71.21

65.23
65.41

77.16
80.76
81.34
81.75

kv-vocab-full
enmap-kv-vocab-full

enmap-1c-vocab-full
1c-vocab-full

Figure 8: (e %WER of the GMM-HMM models trained using 30,000 validated utterances.

Table 11: (e performance of the acoustic models using 30,000 unvalidated utterances.

Lexicon type
GMM-HMM model (%WER)

Monophone Triphone DELTA+DELTA-DELTA Triphone LDA+MLLT Triphone SAT
1c-vocab-full 85.59 72.34 63.44 63.28
enmap-1c-vocab-full 85.34 72.35 64.33 64.46
enmap-kv-vocab-full 84.09 77.01 70.14 70.54
kv-vocab-full 82.15 77.36 70.56 71.00
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receives input in 40-dimensional features and an i-vector
with 100 dimensions. Both are then combined. Furthermore,
the dimension reduction is carried out using the latent
Dirichlet analysis (LDA) technique before being sent to the
hidden layer. (e acoustic model is trained for different
lexicons and uses five epochs with initial and final learning
rates of 0.0015 and 0.00015, respectively. Furthermore, the
language model was trained using the SRILM toolkit with 3
grams, which was used to evaluate the acoustic model. (e
language model was trained using the transcript of the
training data.

3. Results and Discussion

As described previously, the acoustic model was built using
several lexicon types. (e acoustic model was trained using
unvalidated and validated datasets. (e acoustic models
were built using unvalidated utterances. (e number of

unvalidated utterances used to train and test the models
was 206,206 and 5,287, respectively. (e best acoustic
model utilized the enmap_kv_vocab_full lexicon type, with
a WER of 29.41%, trained with TDNNF, as summarized in
Table 6.

(e subsequent evaluations were carried out using three
different sizes of validated utterances. (e number of vali-
dated utterances is 49,000, which later will be evaluated
using several lexicon types. (e training utterances for
evaluation are summarized in Table 7.

(e lexicon used are 1c-vocab-full; enmap-1c-vocab-full;
enmap-kv-vocab-full; and kv-vocab-full. It was found that
the two types of the lexicon (norm-1c-vocab-full and
enmap-norm-1c-vocab-full) used in the previous test were
very similar to the lexicon types 1c-vocab-full and enmap-
1c-vocab-full, so that these two types of the lexicon were not
used in this evaluation. (e tests were carried out for both
validated and unvalidated utterances.

71
70.54

64.46
63.28

70.56
70.14

64.33
63.44

77.36
77.01

72.35
72.34

82.15
84.09
85.34
85.59

monophone

triphone (DELTA+DELTA-DELTA)

triphone (LDA+MLLT)

triphone (SAT)

kv-vocab-full
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Figure 9: (e %WER comparison for different GMM-HMM models using 30,000 unvalidated utterances.

Table 12: (e performance of the acoustic models using 46,550 validated utterances.

Lexicon type
GMM-HMM model (%WER)

Monophone Triphone DELTA+DELTA-DELTA Triphone LDA+MLLT Triphone SAT
1c-vocab-full 81.25 61.96 50.66 51.24
enmap-1c-vocab-full 80.99 60.88 50.08 50.83
enmap-kv-vocab-full 79.46 65.92 55.23 56.05
kv-vocab-full 76.75 65.27 55.52 56.05
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(e following evaluations were conducted by training
the GMM-HMMmodels using 10,000 validated utterances.
(e model’s performance was evaluated using 2,450
validated testing utterances, summarized in Table 8. (e
results show that the smallest WER is 63.20%, generated
by the GMM-HMM triphone (SAT) model, trained using
the 1c-vocab-full lexicon type and 10,000 validated
utterances. Figure 6 compares the %WER of GMM-HMM
models.

Furthermore, the following evaluation was also carried
out using 10,000 unvalidated utterances. (e results,
summarized in Table 9, show that the lowest WER per-
centage for the GMM-HMM model is 71.24%. (e per-
formance was obtained using the lexicon type of 1c-vocab-
full. However, the WER percentage is greater than the
WER percentage of the acoustic model trained using
10,000 validated utterances. Figure 7 compares the %WER
of GMM-HMM models using 10,000 unvalidated utter-
ances. (e GMM-HMMmodel trained using the validated

utterances outperformed the model trained using the
unvalidated utterances.

(e following evaluations were conducted for the GMM-
HMMmodels trained using 30,000 validated utterances.(e
model’s performance was tested using the same 2,450 val-
idated testing utterances. (e best GMM-HMM model was
obtained by the 1c-vocab-full lexicon type with a percentage
of WER of 54.9%. (e percentage is better than the GMM-
HMM model on 10,000 validated data, i.e., 63.2%. (ese
results illustrate that increasing the number of validated data
can improve the model’s performance and reduce %WER.
(e results are summarized in Table 10. Figure 8 compares
the %WER on several GMM-HMM models using 30,000
validated utterances.

(e evaluation was also done for the GMM-HMM
models trained using 30,000 unvalidated utterances. We
found that the %WER of the GMM-HMM models was even
worse than the model trained using the validated utterances,
i.e., 63.28%, obtained using the lexicon type of 1c-vocab-full
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Figure 10: (e %WER comparison for different GMM-HMM models using 46,550 validated utterances.

Table 13: (e performance of the acoustic models using 46,550 unvalidated utterances.

Lexicon type
GMM-HMM model (%WER)

Monophone Triphone DELTA+DELTA-DELTA Triphone LDA+MLLT Triphone SAT
1c-vocab-full 85.77 69.21 60.44 60.45
enmap-1c-vocab-full 86.10 69.65 61.40 61.10
enmap-kv-vocab-full 83.58 73.46 65.22 65.19
kv-vocab-full 82.56 73.38 65.98 65.96
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as summarized in Table 11. (e %WER was close to the %
WER of the model trained using 10,000 unvalidated ut-
terances. (is result further shows that increasing the
number of validated utterances can improve the model’s
performance and reduce %WER. Figure 9 compares the %
WER of GMM-HMM models using 30,000 unvalidated
utterances. Again, we discovered that the GMM-HMM
model trained using the validated utterances outperformed
the one trained using the unvalidated utterances.

We also trained the GMM-HMM models using 46,550
validated utterances and tested themodels using 2,450 validated
utterances. We found that the lowest %WER of the models was
obtained using the enmap-1c-vocab-full lexicon type, i.e.,
50.83%, as shown in Table 12. Moreover, Figure 10 compares
the %WER of the models using 46,550 validated utterances.

When we trained the GMM-HMM acoustic models
using 46,550 unvalidated utterances, the %WER of the
models was not even better. (e best %WER was 60.45%,
worse than %WER of the models that were trained using the
validated utterances, as summarized in Table 13. Figure 11
compares the %WER of GMM-HMM models using 46,550
unvalidated utterances.

All lexicon types were combined in the subsequent
evaluation. We named it the four-combination lexicon. (e
lexicon combines several ways of pronouncing the four
lexicons into one lexicon. (is combination aims to obtain
different pronunciation information that can be trained with
a single model. Table 14 shows that %WER for the four-
combination lexicon is lower than the %WER of the other
GMM-HMM acoustic models, i.e., 42.8%. Figure 12
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Figure 11: (e %WER comparison for different GMM-HMM models using 46,550 unvalidated utterances.

Table 14: (e performance of the models using 46,550 validated utterances, for the four-combination lexicon type.

Lexicon type
GMM-HMM model (%WER)

Monophone Triphone DELTA+DELTA-DELTA Triphone LDA+MLLT Triphone (SAT)
1c-vocab-full 81.25 61.96 50.66 51.24
enmap-1c-vocab-full 80.99 60.88 50.08 50.83
enmap-kv-vocab-full 79.46 65.92 55.23 56.05
kv-vocab-full 76.75 65.27 55.52 56.05
4-combination 72.17 51.27 41.57 42.80
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compares the %WER of GMM-HMM models using 46,550
validated utterances.

In the following evaluation, we increased the amount of
data using the data augmentation approach by changing the
tempo of the original audio. (e factor values are 0.9 to slow
down and 1.1 to speed up. (e size of the augmented data is
three times larger than the nonaugmented data. (e results
show that %WER of the GMM-HMM acoustic model de-
creased when trained using the augmented utterances, i.e.,
40.85%. In addition, the %WER of the acoustic model
trained using TDNNF was also the smallest when the
augmented utterances were utilized, as summarized in Ta-
ble 15. (ese results confirmed that %WER decreased when
more validated utterances were used. Figure 13 compares the
%WER of GMM-HMM models and TDNNF even if data
training was augmented or not.

Furthermore, the CNN model was trained using vali-
dated augmented utterances and the 4-combination lexicon
type. (e result shows that the acoustic model returns the
best %WER, i.e., 19.03% using the same testing utterances.
Table 16 shows the result.

It is not easy to compare the WER of the models for other
languages with ours because the datasets are different.
Moreover, most datasets are not spontaneous speech datasets
like ours, collected from YouTube, which is very noisy and
sometimes contains overlapped voices. If the WER of our best
result is compared with the one conducted by [8] on their
spontaneous speech dataset, ourWER, 19.03%, is considerably
lower than theirs, i.e., 43.14%. (is is also true for the work in
[11].(ey used speech corpora from several recording projects,
which is not a spontaneous speech dataset, and their WER is
20%, slightly higher than ours.
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Figure 12: (e %WER comparison for different lexicon types on the GMM-HMM models.

Table 15: (e performance of the models using 46,550 validated augmented vs. nonaugmented utterances.

Data type
GMM-HMM and TDNNF model (%WER)

Monophone Triphone DELTA+DELTA-DELTA Triphone LDA+MLLT Triphone SAT TDNNF
Validated utterances 72.17 51.27 41.57 42.80 25.10
Validated augmented utterances 73.80 49.52 39.83 40.85 24.96
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4. Conclusions

(e 181 hours audio dataset was collected from the YouTube
channel, consisting of 215,291 utterances with transcripts. A
dictionary of 41,351 unique words was also extracted from
the transcripts and used to construct the four lexicon types
with different pronunciation patterns. (e validated dataset
and all lexicon types were used to train the acoustic models
with a TDNN approach. (e results show that the acoustic
model built using the validated dataset is better than the one
trained using the unvalidated dataset for all lexicon types.
When the acoustic models were trained using the combi-
nation of all lexicon types and augmented utterances, the %
WER of the GMM-HMM, TDNNF, and CNN-TDNNF-
augmented models was reduced to 40.85%, 24.96%, and
19.03%, respectively.

(e limitation of this work is that the size of the validated
utterances was considered small to recognize all phonemes
from the existing lexicon, although the experimental results
show improvements in the model’s performance. In addi-
tion, data augmentation with various approaches is an ex-
cellent approach for increasing the number of validated
datasets. In the future, we will try to increase the size of the

validated dataset. An end-to-end approach could also be a
potential solution for building a speech recognition model
without constructing a lexicon. In addition, transfer learning
using a pretrained model is also an interesting study to
observe using Indonesian speech recognition datasets in the
future.
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